FIRST NYC CLERK

PROMOTIONS MADE

Last week the first promotions came through from the new NYC promotion lists for Clerks, Grade 3 and 4. These promotions were made in the few City departments which had provisisonal working in the higher grades. According to the Civil Service Law, the provisional appointments had to end within ten days after promulgation of the new lists.

Mass promotions in all City departments won't be announced until December 15.

Following are the names of those certified by the Civil Service Commission for promotion:

Promotion to Clerk, Grade 3

1. Harold Grande
2. RHAP Tatesm
3. SERGIO  CAPRIO

Promotion to Clerk, Grade 4

1. Lillian Konicki
2. Sidney H. Wellin
3. Giro S. Castro

Promotion to Clerk, Grade 5

1. Albert G. Piene
2. Susan H. Littell

Promotion to Clerk, Grade 6

1. Lillian Konicki
2. Sidney H. Wellin
3. Giro S. Castro

Federal Salary Increases Now Seem to Be Assured

BY CHARLES SULLIVAN

WASHINGTON—One of the first jobs Congress is going to tackle when it reconvenes is pay raises for Federal employees.

The chances appear to be good that some form of wage adjustment will be made. Practically everybody is "for it and nobody agin' it."

The Chairman of the civil service committees of both houses have announced they think Federal employees need more money, and that they plan to try to get Congress to furnish it.

Senator James V. Moak last week told The LEADER that the provisisonal of post workers obtaining a $400 raise and of a basic increase in pay for other Federal employees are excellent.—Ed.

The President has said he favors adoption of true time and one-half pay for overtime, and has in-
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Resignations of U. S. Employees Leave 224,000 Vacancies in Federal Service

WASHINGTON—More than 224,000 vacancies now exist in the Federal service as a result of recent resignations.

War Department and Navy Departments account for 85.5 percent of these unfilled positions and war agencies for most of the rest.

These figures come from the Civil Service Commission. Recent figures, as the result of recommendations of the recent resignations, points out that Federal employees appear to be leaving because they think they are overworked or because they fear it will be tough to get jobs in private industry if they wait too long to leave the Government.

War agencies and the Commission have asked employees to designate beneficiaries from your personnel office to protect their payments to the Treasury.

United States also designates a beneficiary in case of the employee's death.

There has been a general relaxation among higher officials when the results were known. But the service is now back to normal.

Have You Named A Retirement Beneficiary?

Many Federal employees have failed to take the necessary step of naming a beneficiary in order to protect their payments to the Federal retirement fund if anything should happen to the employee.

The Retirement Law makes it possible for Federal employees to designate a beneficiary. The benefit will be paid in the event of the death of the employee. For those who have neglected to take this step, here's the procedure:

1. Obtain Form No. 860-1 from your personnel office.
2. Fill out the form and mail it to the Personnel Inspector, U. S. Civil Service Commission, Washington, D.C. or wherever necessary, will return the form.
3. Keep this copy in a safe place. It is a legal document. A copy of the application is in the hands of the employee's family in case of the employee's death.

U. S. Aviation Job Deadline

It's too late to file applications for the following Federal positions. The U. S. Civil Service Commission has ruled that sufficient applications have been received to meet their needs.

Air Carrier Inspector—Operational and Labor Relations, U. S. Civil Service Commission, Washington, D.C. Application must be filed by March 15, 1943.

Flight Supervisor—$4,128 to $4,288 a year (including overtime pay). Amounint $143.

Government Inspector, Class 2—$3,528 to $3,828 a year (including overtime pay). Amounint $147.

Ground School Supervisor—$3,528 to $3,828 a year (including overtime pay). Amounint $151 of 1943.

Aircraft Factory Inspector—$3,528 to $3,828 a year (including overtime pay). Amounint $161 of 1943.

A & S Has Immediate Openings for Sales Positions

No experience necessary!
Complete training with pay. Atractive salaries! Discount privileges!
Full time! Part time!

If you enjoy every minute you're working! We know you like to shop in the friendly atmosphere that only A & S has made A's family.
NEW YORK POSTAL EMPLOYEES REMEMBER THEIR ASSOCIATES IN THE FIGHTING FORCES WITH ENLIST MONEY ORDERS: Postmaster General Post-War Plan May be Followed in the Army for the Albert Goldman Community Chest, which recently organized a relief fund. The plan will be order for all the New York N. Y., Post Office employees in the armed forces. Post Office employees in the New York Post Office with the armed forces and 21 have made the supreme sacrifice. They listed their names in the photographs of the following: Frederick Rice, Superintendent of Deliveries; John A. Brody, Jr., President, Anchor Club; George Pagey, Commander, Theodore Valley

No Beer for the Weary 

Emancipation of Sanitation and can say

The following examinations will be given to the employees of the present seniority rating

New York City Council Measures

The Courts have held that the reasons for the dismissal of an employee must be "substantial, not trivial, fanciful or capricious." The following are the proposed changes for dismissal:

Tunnel Salary Changes Being Considered

The idea of securing raises over the present competitive basis, with a guaranteed minimum of $3,000 a year, was reported.

Transit Board Approves Fares on Buses

The job of the Special Trial Counsel is to protect the rights of the employee. The Board was organized to study the law.

Longevity Pay Suggested as Solution for Automatic Promotion Difficulties

Increased interest in the proposed plan of "automatic" promotions for New York City employees is shown in letters reaching the personnel office, these lawyers are not adverse to the idea of securing raises over the present competitive basis.

Hearing Before Dismissal Provided

In New York City Council Measures

Bill to provide that all NYC employees shall be entitled to an opportunity to present their case in the event of their dismissal was introduced. The following measures for New York City employees is shown in letters reaching the personnel office. These lawyers are not adverse to the plan of securing raises over the present competitive basis.

Post-W.W. 3: Andrew T. Walker, President, Branch 1, United National Association P.O. Clerks; Everett G. Gibson, President, Motor Vehicle Employees Union; T. J. Meru, Secretary, Union of Sanitary-Service Workers; George B. Allen, President, American Federation of Postal Employees." Harold McKee, National President, Nat. Ass. P.O. and E.M.S. Laborers; Louis Rumbrook, President, Jewish Postal Workers; Welfare League, N.Y.C.; Frank J. Curley, Chairman, Holy Name Society; M.P.O.P.; Joseph Z. Seidell, President, Columbus Alumni, N.Y.S.P.O.; Eugene T. Crow, Commissioner, Darul Talieh Post, American Legion; Andrew W. Cawaza, President, New York Local P.O. and E.M.S. Laborers; Emanual Kaslawski, President, Fr. 36, Nat. Ass. of Letter Carriers; Abraham R. Engard, President, N.Y. P.O. Exempt Officers; William T. Brown, Jr., President, Local 10, Nat. Fed. P.O. Clerks; John J. Geyer, Superintendent, Money Orders.

No Beer for the Weary

Employees of Station WNYC, in the Municipal Civil Building, were on duty till 4 a.m. without seeing people know how the vote was coming in.

On previous election nights, "no beer in the hall" sign at the of announcing. This year there was only one "no beer" sign—dispensing.
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In last week's issue, I told veterans about the many ways available to them in seeking employment. There are Federal programs as well as State programs that may be available. The material is from the House Document on Unemployment and the Senate Document on Unemployment.

Federal Programs—Weekly allowances of up to 12 weeks are available through a Federal program if you are not gainfully employed and have been self-employed. You may be stipulated to unemployment insurance if you have been self-employed. If you have not become part of your estate. You may still be able to receive partial benefits if you have not been referred by a public employment service.

Eligibility Requirements: You must have worked for 13 weeks and a total of 520 weeks. You must have worked during the base period, which is the 13 weeks ending in the calendar year before the current year. You must be unemployed at the time you apply for benefits. If your weekly pay for the first and second base period is less than $200, you must meet the eligibility requirements of the State program.

Disqualifications: You will be disqualified if you are receiving any unemployment benefits. If you are not gainfully employed, you must file a claim for unemployment benefits. If you are employed, you must file a claim.

Check Deadeline: The last day of the month is the due date for filing a claim for benefits.

Withholding Tax Will Cut Back Pay Too

The new Federal Withholding Tax rates will mean bigger salary deductions for many New Yorkers. Municipal workers who have been involved in litigation with the City stand to take a cut in their pay, according to the saying, "You can't have your cake and eat it too."

The Federal Withholding Tax rates are 7%, 2%, and 1%. The new rates will be deducted from your pay beginning next month. The old rates were 5%, 3%, and 1%. The new rates will take effect on January 1, 1945.

The large number of employees who have been involved in litigation with the City stand to take a cut in their pay, according to the saying, "You can't have your cake and eat it too."

The new rates will be deducted from your pay beginning next month. The old rates were 5%, 3%, and 1%. The new rates will take effect on January 1, 1945. The new rates are 7%, 2%, and 1%.
New York City department had been hiring new employees and adding to the civil service list on a large scale, but it is often difficult for the workers to know which future appointments may be placed on them.

The members of the city police force are frequently not aware of the rules and regulations that govern their employment. This is particularly true in the case of the police officers who have been working for some time.

The NYC Civil Service Commission has set the new minimum rate for the position of "Telegraph Dispatcher" at $2,400 per year. This is the highest rate ever set by the Commission for this position.

The Board of Estimate has set the new minimum rate for the position of "City Clerk" at $2,340 per year.

Some New York City departments, such as the Sanitation Department, have been offering bonuses to their employees. These bonuses have been set at a rate of $1,500 for every $5,000 in sales.

The New York City Housing Authority, which manages the public housing in the city, has been providing additional services in the lobby of 125 Worth Street. A discourse was presented to the veterans of this war and the board of directors of the Holy Name Group.
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How to Stop Exodus Of Federal Employees

ROM Washington comes the information that 214,000 vacancies exist in the Federal service; that the Federal pay scale lags behind that of the private sector; and that the private sector has not yet been warned—has begun; and that it is becoming progressively worse.

The reasons may not be difficult to find: First, employees have been kicked around and made to feel that their jobs were inadequate. Second, Congress failed to provide unemployment compensation, thus leaving the Federal employee without security at the worst of times. Third, the disparity between wages in Government and in private industry has grown. Fourth, the average employee could not see how he got ahead. If he took a private job, and many of them have, up far more lucrative positions with private concerns in order to devote themselves to Government work.

What Should Be Done

The exodus of Federal employees can be stopped. A statement of the problem provides a clue to the answers. The problem consists of outlining the possibilities of post-war careers to those men and women who accept their positions on a war-service basis. All indications are that opportunities will be easier than had been anticipated.

Second: Unemployment compensation should be provided. Only the private sector has such a benefit, and it is only fair that those who serve in Government service should have such a privilege.

Third: Pay should be raised. Time-and-a-half over-time pay should be true time-and-a-half, not, as now, time-and-a-half. An increase in basic pay rates is also in order, but the major concern should be with providing a paycheck which will allow the recipient the necessary funds to live by.

When the President comes to the conclusion that his pay is either too low or too high, it will mean that the people have realized by Government itself. This President has stated his belief in the necessity of true time-and-a-half overtime pay; and the Federal Civil Service Commission has been asked to study the question. Yet, the men who rush over with the promotions are not able to get away from the City and back in a week. By 1910, after years of evening classes, a little time for the Holy Name Society has developed the camp, which evidently enjoyed describing its features to the men in its early days. His outside interest.
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The State
Employee

by CLIFFORD G. SHORO
President, The Association of State Civil Service Employees

"In writing "The State Employee" as a regular, weekly feature of The Labor Leader, I have always endeavored to keep the employees of the State of New York in touch with the activities and interests of the State, so that they may be informed as to their rights and opportunities in the service. I have also attempted to bring to their attention some of the problems and issues which affect their lives as citizens of this great nation. The State Employee is not only the voice of the State employees but also the voice of the people who work for the State.

In Unity There Is Strength

STATE EMPLOYEES are concerned with many problems of importance to them. These problems are of interest not only to those who work for the State but also to the citizens of the State. The interests of the employees and the public are closely linked. The State employees are concerned with the quality of their work, the conditions under which they work, and the opportunities for advancement. These are all issues that affect the quality of life in the State.

The Association of State Civil Service Employees (ASCE) is the voice of the State employees. It represents the interests of the employees and works to improve their working conditions. The ASCE is committed to the principle that there should be unity among the employees, both within the State and across the country.

The ASCE is committed to the principle that there should be unity among the employees, both within the State and across the country. This unity is essential for the success of the employees and for the success of the State.

Opportunities Must Be Protected

The opportunities that State employees have are essential to the functioning of the State. These opportunities are not just for the employees but for all citizens of the State. The employees of the State are one of the largest groups of workers in the country. They are responsible for many important services that affect the lives of all citizens.

The employees of the State are responsible for many important services that affect the lives of all citizens. They are responsible for the operation of the courts, the collection of taxes, the provision of public health services, and the maintenance of public infrastructure. These services are essential to the functioning of the State.

In order to protect the opportunities of the employees, the State must ensure that the employees have a voice in the decision-making process. This is essential for the success of the employees and for the success of the State.

South Dakota State

In the case of the classification of the employees, the State must ensure that the employees have a voice in the decision-making process. This is essential for the success of the employees and for the success of the State.

Recent NY State Eligible Lists

State employees are at a loss in whom to believe.

We are particularly interested in and asking for a decision.

The Department of Labor has been improperly interpreted.

The so-called small-time supervisors, as well as the employees, are patiently awaiting his reply.

The moratorium is only a temporary measure.

The men's and women's issues must be settled.

The REAL STATE

The case of the classification of the employees, the State must ensure that the employees have a voice in the decision-making process. This is essential for the success of the employees and for the success of the State.

Not Be War Veterans

The memorandum states:

"Under the provisions of the

A New War of 100 per cent.

The Associations of State Civil Service Employees

The Associations of State Civil Service Employees

The Associations of State Civil Service Employees

A New War of 100 per cent.
An Explanation of the Group Plan
Of Accident and Sickness Insurance

By C. A. Carlisle, Jr.

It is customary periodically to explain in detail the Group Plan of Accident and Sickness Insurance; and it is the intention of this article to give as much detail as possible concerning the need for Accident and Sickness Insurance through the plan offered to employees of the State of New York, under the Group Plan, in order to ascertain the correct details to give as much detail as possible concerning the need for your Insurance Committee and a check, under the heading of the Insurance Department, to work out satisfactorily. Indeed, literally thousands of letters have been received by the State稿件和State Company and the Association requesting information and benefits under the Accident and Sickness Insurance Plan. These benefits are equal to the benefits which they have received from other health and accident insurance companies.

If this plan of insurance were to be considered, many State employees in health and accident insurance companies have had difficulty in replacing the benefits under this insurance plan, and have been helpless in any way whatever, and certainly could not have obtained insurance as easily and on such a simple payment plan as salary deduction, and at a cost anywhere near that charged under this plan.

It took a great deal of study by your Insurance Committee and a thorough discussion of the office force of the Association and certainly the amount of work by the Payroll Division and the Insurance Department, to work out satisfactorily. Indeed, literally thousands of letters have been received by the State稿件 and State Company and the Association requesting information and benefits under the Accident and Sickness Insurance Plan. These benefits are equal to the benefits which they have received from other health and accident insurance companies.

It can assist you to convince certain people of the necessity of an accident check when you are prevented from working, or if you have to pay or cut off, and additional costs. It can assist you to convince certain people of the necessity of an accident check when you are prevented from working, or if you have to pay or cut off, and additional costs. It can prevent you from being ill, or from having an accident, but it can prevent you from being ill, or from having an accident, but it can prevent the slightest coercion in the prevention of this insurance plan. It can act as a com- plementary of the protection of this insurance plan. Remember this is not Life Insurance, nor is it Hospitalization Insurance—no matter whether you have received benefit checks under the Accident and Sickness Insurance Plan, you are covered by this very broad, low-cost insurance.

NEWS ABOUT STATE EMPLOYEES

New York City

New York City's Labor relations office at Room 80, 60 Centre Street, will give your employers what you want information, to pay does. Hours are 8 to 8, 5 hours. Tuesday, 1:30 to 5, 5 hours. Thursday, 1:30 to 5. (To be continued)
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It can assist you to convince certain people of the necessity of an accident check when you are prevented from working, or if you have to pay or cut off, and additional costs. It can assist you to convince certain people of the necessity of an accident check when you are prevented from working, or if you have to pay or cut off, and additional costs. It can prevent you from being ill, or from having an accident, but it can prevent the slightest coercion in the prevention of this insurance plan. It can act as a complement to the protection of this insurance plan. Remember this is not Life Insurance, nor is it Hospitalization Insurance—no matter whether you have received benefit checks under the Accident and Sickness Insurance Plan, you are covered by this very broad, low-cost insurance.
How a Municipality Can Do Its Own Research

BY DAVID KING ROTHSTEIN
Instructor in Government, Columbia University

1. An executive desires to set up a municipal research program to assist him in his community service. He will immediately face the problem of financing it. There are means available other than direct financial out of the local government budget.

1. Municipalities and other local units can provide direct financial assistance to the research programs of other local units. The contributions should be given to the communities or the communities involved in the programs to which they are bound.

2. A support by a local donor (e.g., a person or a corporation) could be effective. Municipalities could also provide direct financial assistance to local units. Municipalities could also provide direct financial assistance to local units.

1. Municipalities and other local units can contribute to the research programs of their own communities and the communities involved in the programs to which they are bound.

2. A support by a local donor (e.g., a person or a corporation) could be effective. Municipalities could also provide direct financial assistance to local units. Municipalities could also provide direct financial assistance to local units.

1. Municipalities and other local units can support research programs of other local units. Municipalities could also provide direct financial assistance to local units.

2. A support by a local donor (e.g., a person or a corporation) could be effective. Municipalities could also provide direct financial assistance to local units. Municipalities could also provide direct financial assistance to local units.

1. Municipalities and other local units can support research programs of their own communities and the communities involved in the programs to which they are bound.

2. A support by a local donor (e.g., a person or a corporation) could be effective. Municipalities could also provide direct financial assistance to local units. Municipalities could also provide direct financial assistance to local units.

1. Municipalities and other local units can support research programs of other local units. Municipalities could also provide direct financial assistance to local units. Municipalities could also provide direct financial assistance to local units.

2. A support by a local donor (e.g., a person or a corporation) could be effective. Municipalities could also provide direct financial assistance to local units. Municipalities could also provide direct financial assistance to local units.
Do not tell Private Jones
The Japs are easy

The job in the Pacific is still terrific!

If you think Japan is a pushover—you’re fooling yourself, mister. Every American soldier, marine and sailor in the Pacific knows he has a tough fight on his hands. You can’t tell them their war is almost over! Even as you read these words, American men are dying in the fight against Japan.

Look into your heart and ask yourself honestly: “Have I stopped fighting? Have I stopped buying War Bonds because I think the war is about over?” You’re not a quitter; your answer is “No!”

The fight in the Pacific calls for a highly specialized type of equipment. B-29 bombers that cost $650,000 in War Bonds; M-4 tanks with bulldozer blades that cost $67,417; “alligators” that cost $30,000; millions upon millions of gallons of gasoline. We need more and costlier equipment than any war has ever called for. And that’s the big reason for the 6th War Loan Drive. Just as long as a single Japanese aims a gun at our men—we must continue to buy War Bonds.

Do your full share now!

Once again you are asked to buy at least one extra $100 War Bond. Buy more if you possibly can. Not only is it for the final Victory—it’s for your future. Sign up for extra War Bonds on the Payroll Plan. Welcome the Victory Volunteer when he or she calls at your home. Remember—the job in the Pacific is still terrific.

Your country is still at war—are you?

This advertisement is a contribution to America’s war effort by:

ARThUR STilWELL & CO.
WALTer KOHN
COBLENZ BAG CO., INC.
MIGNON CHOCOLATE CO., INC.
PARAMOUNT WINERIES, INC.
ROYAL FROCKS, INC.
CHARLES WISSMAN CO.
FRED RENZ & SON
LOGEFIO BROS.
HALF LITEK
TERMINAL BAG & BURLAP CORP.

COLUMBIA HAULAGE, INC.
HEINEMANN MFG. CO.
FRENCH AMERICAN DYEING & PROOFING CORP.
NOCPRO CORPORATION
RADIO CONTROLS, INC.
M. SCHNEIDER
BECHTOLD OPTICIAN
SEMONS BRAZILIAN RESTAURANT
PAUL D’AURIA
MARCUS PAIS
B. GREEN MILLINERY, INC.
ALBRA METAL FOUNDRY, CO.
Government Openings

This is general information which you should know about United States Government employment. (1) Applicants must be citizens of the United States. (2) All applicants must be physically capable of performing the duties of the position and must be free of disqualifications required by law. Handicapped persons who feel their defects would interfere with their ability to perform the duties of the position must submit proof of fitness to work for the job. (3) Veterans preference is granted to discharged veterans who have met the requirements outlined below. (4) Veterans preference is not granted to members of the armed forces. (5) Employees who are classified under the veterans preference system will normally be interviewed by personnel who are not classified under the veterans preference system.

Applicants must:

1. Have demonstrated the ability to perform the duties of the positions for which they are applying. This ability will be established by statements of work experience giving the applicant's qualification to perform the work and the amount of experience. This statement should include the type of work, the position held, the places of employment, the length of time served in each position, and the duties performed. Applicants must state whether or not they have served in the armed forces since discharge and, if so, whether they have been separated from service or are still on active duty. Applicants should state which position they are applying for and for which positions they are entitled to preference. Applicants should state what benefits they received from their military service.

2. Have possessed the necessary qualifications for the position for which they are applying. This qualification will be established by statements of work experience giving the applicant's qualification to perform the work and the amount of experience. This statement should include the type of work, the position held, the places of employment, the length of time served in each position, and the duties performed. Applicants must state whether or not they have served in the armed forces since discharge and, if so, whether they have been separated from service or are still on active duty. Applicants should state which position they are applying for and for which positions they are entitled to preference. Applicants should state what benefits they received from their military service.

3. Have possessed the necessary qualifications for the position for which they are applying. This qualification will be established by statements of work experience giving the applicant's qualification to perform the work and the amount of experience. This statement should include the type of work, the position held, the places of employment, the length of time served in each position, and the duties performed. Applicants must state whether or not they have served in the armed forces since discharge and, if so, whether they have been separated from service or are still on active duty. Applicants should state which position they are applying for and for which positions they are entitled to preference. Applicants should state what benefits they received from their military service.

4. Have possessed the necessary qualifications for the position for which they are applying. This qualification will be established by statements of work experience giving the applicant's qualification to perform the work and the amount of experience. This statement should include the type of work, the position held, the places of employment, the length of time served in each position, and the duties performed. Applicants must state whether or not they have served in the armed forces since discharge and, if so, whether they have been separated from service or are still on active duty. Applicants should state which position they are applying for and for which positions they are entitled to preference. Applicants should state what benefits they received from their military service.

5. Have possessed the necessary qualifications for the position for which they are applying. This qualification will be established by statements of work experience giving the applicant's qualification to perform the work and the amount of experience. This statement should include the type of work, the position held, the places of employment, the length of time served in each position, and the duties performed. Applicants must state whether or not they have served in the armed forces since discharge and, if so, whether they have been separated from service or are still on active duty. Applicants should state which position they are applying for and for which positions they are entitled to preference. Applicants should state what benefits they received from their military service.
KEEP 'EM ROLLING
Urgent Need to Move
Service Men and Women
THE PULLMAN CO.

LIMITED EXPERTISE REQUIRED
UPHOLSTERERS  ELECTRICIANS  MECHANICS

NO EXPERIENCE REQUIRED
PULLMAN PORTERS
STORE ROOM LABORERS

Essential War Workers Need USES Release Statement And Consent of The Railroad
Board

APPLY
THE PULLMAN CO.
EMPLOYMENT OFFICE
Room 3112, Grand Central Terminal, New York

24-26 Bridge Plaza South, Long Island City
Or Railroad Retirement Board, 211 North Avenue, N. Y. C.

MEN&WOMEN WITH CARS
Full or Part Time
You required to perform a variety of duties and under a public service commission
authority during day, evenings, weekends.
Work Without Uniforms
MEN: Minimum Age 18
WOMEN: 21 and Over
Apply at your nearest Office

WESTERN UNION
452 Fifth Ave., New York

W. L. MAXSON Corp.

Clerks
W. L. MAXSON Corp.

MEN: Minimum Age 18
WOMEN: 21 and Over
Salary and Commission
W. L. MAXSON Corp.

148-02 147th Ave., Jamaica, L. I.

WORTHINGTON PUMP & MACHINE CORPORATION
HARRISON, N. J.

NEEDS
ALL TYPES OF LAUNDRY AND FACTORY WORKERS
DRAFTSMEN—BEGINNERS MECHANICAL ENGINEERS AND
CLERICAL HELP

5 DAY WEEK—VACATION
BOYS 16-17 YEARS OLD
HERE'S A CHANCE TO LEARN A TRADE
TIMEKEEPERS—CLERKS
An Opportunity to Work for a Firm 100 Years Old
Located in Harrison, N. J., for 40 Years
WE WILL BE HERE AFTER THE WAR
APPLY AT EMPLOYMENT OFFICE
6 A.M. TO 5 P.M. DAILY

WORTHINGTON PUMP & MACHINE CORPORATION
No. 43 BUS PASSES THE PLANT
New Jersey City
W. M. C. RULES OBSERVED

W. L. MAXSON Corp.

HELP WANTED—Female
GIRLS—WOMEN
38 or Over

$5 to Start
5 DAYS—VACATION
Good Working Conditions
  21 and Over

H. M. to A. M., 4 H. M. to A. M.

W. L. MAXSON Corp.

SALESMEN—PART OR FULL TIME POSITION
PERMANENT AFTER THE WAR

SALESMEN
W. L. MAXSON Corp.

Full Time
5-Day Week
Good Opportunity and Advancement

HENRY HEIDE, Inc.

584 Atlantic Ave., Brooklyn

GENERAL FACTORY WORK EXCLUSIVE AND UNEXCLUSIVE
General Factory Work, Opportunities.
For Men and Women.
Good working conditions.

R. R. Co.

Co. 113-E, 30 Church St.

New York, N. Y.

HENRY HEIDE, Inc.

ESSENTIAL WAR ACTIVITY WITHOUT A STATEMENT OF AVAILABILITY, AND WITH-

APPLY IN PERSON

MEN: Minimum Age 18
WOMEN: 21 and Over

CANDY PACKERS

W. 4. 500 475 Fulton Street

Brooklyn

HELP WANTED—Female

GIRLS—WOMEN, CANDY PACKERS

SALESWOMEN—PART OR FULL TIME

HENRY HEIDE, Inc.

580-2910 St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Weeks

W. L. MAXSON Corp.

640 West 24th St., N. Y. C.

SALESMEN

Full Time
5-Day Week
Good Opportunity and Advancement

5-Day Week

SALESMEN

W. L. MAXSON Corp.

Full Time

EVENINGS

J. M. 500 475 Fulton Street

Brooklyn

HELP WANTED—Female

GIRLS—WOMEN, CANDY PACKERS

SALESWOMEN—PART OR FULL TIME

HENRY HEIDE, Inc.

580-2910 St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Weeks

W. L. MAXSON Corp.

640 West 24th St., N. Y. C.

SALESMEN

Full Time
1 P.M. to 5 P.M.

EVENINGS

J. M. 500 475 Fulton Street

Brooklyn

HELP WANTED—Female

GIRLS—WOMEN, CANDY PACKERS

SALESWOMEN—PART OR FULL TIME

HENRY HEIDE, Inc.

580-2910 St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Weeks

W. L. MAXSON Corp.

640 West 24th St., N. Y. C.

SALESMEN

Full Time
NEW FRIENDS ARE WELCOME. Invite the Personal Receptor, Designed for Most Individual Reactions. Spring, Summer, Autumn, Winter, Keeps Relief Uniform. Same Stretching, Same Bending, Same Curving. Instead of Treats, Call Us. Florence, W. Va. 1-6000.

Dimensions: 816.8 x 1203.8

Height increased Be Yale and Stanford—let all of us both to your heights go in the right direction.
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Launder Operator. $51200-$1500 p.a.; 60c per hr.  

Machinist. $11500 p.a.

Apprentice Mechanical Trades, $8c per hr. varied and forceful 1"

Address to Mechanical. $1800 p.a.

Onloans. Helper, 04c per hr. p.a.; 87c-77c per hr.

Railroad Trackman. $4.48 per diem.

R.R. Brakeman. $.07 per hr.

with the Glee Club, Rockettes. Corps Orchestra, direction of Emo Rapee.

SUE RYAN • DANNY DRAYSON

"THE CONSPIRATORS"

BROADWAY » 1st St.

"TO HAVE AND HAVE NOT"

On the Great Stage

In Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's

rockefeller center

OPERA HOUSE

DAMON RUNYON'S

YOUR HEART AWAY

And Hit His Orchestra

in triAL

— In

SPECIAL ENGAGEMENTS

"THE CONSPIRATORS"

BROADWAY » 1st St.

In New York.

Grand Opening: Monday, November 14th. 4:30 P.M.

"THE CONSPIRATORS"

by HERBERT A DOROTHY FEIGEL • Staged by HASSARD SHORT

GRACE'S CHURCH
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Welfare Investigators Get Offer Of Jobs in NYC Markets Department

Investigators in the NYC Department of Welfare are sought in the Markets Department as skilled workers. Their state of condition resulted when a question recently came down to an officer of the Markets Department, asking if they'd like to work with the City Department of Markets as inspectors. If they do, they may be offered jobs in the Welfare Post. However, the Bureau had a number of questions of their own to ask the Markets Department.

1. They didn't know whether the Markets Department would accept them.

2. They had to pass a background check and a physical examination.

3. They would have to travel to the Markets Department.

4. They would have to be able to handle the heavy work of the Markets Department.

5. They would have to be able to handle the heavy work of the Markets Department.

6. They would have to be able to handle the heavy work of the Markets Department.

The examinations of the Investigators Department in their last report on examination of the State Employee Retirement System recommended that the law be changed to vest the share of the pension purchased by the pension employee who has served to the employees at age 62.

State Assn. Proposes 'Separation Benefits'

(Continued from Page 1)

in actual practice means that there is a reasonable amount after twenty years of service. The cost under the proposed bill as compared with the cost of a guaranteed annuity after twenty years would be insignificant.

(4) A guarantee would make it possible for a discriminator to purchase a much more favorable annuity rate in the future between the income of a plan and the plan purchased from a personal life insurance company. An actuarial study show that even the best of the life insurance companies often have a very substantial volume of their reserves of over $500,000,000 for the benefit of employees. The employee may elect to receive a retirement allowance to the annuity purchased by the employer, or the annuity purchased by the employer under certain safe-keeping plans handled by the employer to the benefit of the employee at age plus the actuarial equivalent of the pension retro-cessed at age 62.

(5) The examiner's of the Employee Retirement Systems in their last report on examination of the State Employee Retirement System recommended that the law be changed to vest the share of the pension purchased by the employee who has served for the purposes of the plan under certain safe-keeping plans handled by the employer.

The Markets Department has given a determination of the wage law between the horns of a dilemma and a quandary.

Welfare Fund: They might find the job too extensive and may have difficulty in getting back on the Welfare Post.

Security Bill For War Service Workers Held Up

WASHINGTON — Disagreement over the extension of survivors' benefits is holding up the drafting of a bill to extend Social Security to war-service apprentices and bridge the gap between Federal service and private employment.

The disagreement is on this relativizing of the war-service benefits to their private employment and present benefits between Civil Service Commission and the Social Security Board.

There is general agreement, however, between the two agencies that one can be extended to those who have left service in the retirement system and should be transferred to Social Security when the employee has more than five years service in the Government. It is still agreed that persons transferring to Social Security to war-service benefits as compared with life insurance to secure a much more favorable annuity rate in the future because of the income of a plan and the plan purchased from a personal life insurance company. An actuarial study shows that even the best of the life insurance companies often have a very substantial volume of their reserves of over $500,000,000 for the benefit of employees. The employee may elect to receive a retirement allowance to the annuity purchased by the employer, or the annuity purchased by the employer under certain safe-keeping plans handled by the employer to the benefit of the employee at age plus the actuarial equivalent of the pension retro-cessed at age 62.

Taking care of your home financing needs—soundly and economically—has been our way of serving the community for more than 80 years. Today we have gone even further in rendering complete service of home planning and financing through our Home Buyers Institute.

Organized to help you with ideas and a savings program for your new home, is the Home Buyers Exhibition—a colorful and interesting futurama of more than 50 displays of interest to the home buyer, contributed by leading American manufacturers. We cordially invite you to visit the exhibition, open daily during Banking hours — Monday evenings until 7, located at the Bank's Main office, Fulton Street and DeKalb Avenue.

"The Bank That Serves The Home Owner-Buyer" will always be going your way.

Several interesting and informative booklets are free for the asking—need only a postcard. For further information on economical pay-like-rent, Savings Bonds, Mortgages, Modernization Loans, Bank Life Insurance. "Looking Ahead" will also guide you, sponsored by Home Buyers Institute. Write today, for these Booklet Guides. New York Telephone: Triangle 3-3200.

Two-Platoon "Swing" System Abolished in NYC Fire Dept.

Members and officers of the NYC Fire Department have been fighting against the 84-hour, twoplatoon system, but last week, Fire Commissioner Patrick Walsh rejected their plea for a change, passing the buck, some firemen said, to Chief John McCarthy with a statement, that the Chief couldn't accept the suggestions for a change.

However, a ruling from the Fire Commissioner's Conference Board made the slight change in the twoplatoon system, where which didn't decrease the number of working hours.

Formerly, under the two-platoon system, officers and men were shifted monthly from one platoon to the other. In practice, meant that the firemen found themselves working with different men each month, and as soon as a smooth working team was put together, it would be broken up when the "swing" time comes along.

The new ruling abolishes the monthly rotation of men, but the officers still face the monthly shift.

Vanishing Subway Change Bag Costs 2 Clerks Plenty

A vanishing change bag from a change booth in the IRT last week cost two NYC Board of Transportation clerks $20.50 each a month, and as soon as a smooth working team was put together, the bag around it wasn't there.

According to the book of rules, the relieving booth attendant is Anthony M. Eagan, who relieved Beani said she dropped the bag with $20.50 into the booth safe.

The new ruling abolishes the monthly rotation of men, but the officers still face the monthly shift.

Security Bill For War Service Workers Held Up

WASHINGTON — Disagreement over the extension of survivors' benefits is holding up the drafting of a bill to extend Social Security to war-service apprentices and bridge the gap between Federal service and private employment.

The disagreement is on this relativizing of the war-service benefits to their private employment and present benefits between Civil Service Commission and the Social Security Board.

There is general agreement, however, between the two agencies that one can be extended to those who have left service in the retirement system and should be transferred to Social Security when the employee has more than five years service in the Government. It is still agreed that persons transferring to Social Security to war-service benefits as compared with life insurance to secure a much more favorable annuity rate in the future because of the income of a plan and the plan purchased from a personal life insurance company. An actuarial study shows that even the best of the life insurance companies often have a very substantial volume of their reserves of over $500,000,000 for the benefit of employees. The employee may elect to receive a retirement allowance to the annuity purchased by the employer, or the annuity purchased by the employer under certain safe-keeping plans handled by the employer to the benefit of the employee at age plus the actuarial equivalent of the pension retro-cessed at age 62.

Taking care of your home financing needs—soundly and economically—has been our way of serving the community for more than 80 years. Today we have gone even further in rendering complete service of home planning and financing through our Home Buyers Institute.

Organized to help you with ideas and a savings program for your new home, is the Home Buyers Exhibition—a colorful and interesting futurama of more than 50 displays of interest to the home buyer, contributed by leading American manufacturers. We cordially invite you to visit the exhibition, open daily during Banking hours — Monday evenings until 7, located at the Bank's Main office, Fulton Street and DeKalb Avenue.

"The Bank That Serves The Home Owner-Buyer" will always be going your way.

Several interesting and informative booklets are free for the asking—need only a postcard. For further information on economical pay-like-rent, Savings Bonds, Mortgages, Modernization Loans, Bank Life Insurance. "Looking Ahead" will also guide you, sponsored by Home Buyers Institute. Write today, for these Booklet Guides. New York Telephone: Triangle 3-3200.